MORNINGSIDE PHASE V
S. 30, T.25N, R.45E, W.M.

DRAINAGE NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSTALL FILTER FABRIC OVER CATCH Basin GRATE.
2. DRAINAGE CONSTRUCTION AND PERMANENT DRAIN FEATURES COLLECTED ON
   DRAINAGE DRAIN OFF DIFFER FROM THE DRAINAGE DRAIN LAYOUT OR AS NOTED IN
   DRAWING NO. 2.
3. CONTRACTOR TO HEAVY VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL POSITION OF
   EXISTING WALKING PATHS AND CONSTRUCTION.
4. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)
5. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)
6. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)
7. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)
8. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)
9. CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW 12" DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" NEW
   DRAINAGE 4 "343.85" (2)

STORM DRAIN PROFILE

UTILITY STATEMENT:
The underground utilities shown have been located as accurately as
possible from field survey information and existing drawings. All
utilities shown are approximate and may not be exact. The
contractor is responsible for locating all utilities before the
project begins. The utility companies are responsible for the
corrections and finalization of these locations. The contractor
shall be responsible for the correct installation and protection of
these utilities during the course of construction. The city shall
not be liable for any damages incurred during construction.
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